The weird, the wonderful and everything in between—see it all at October 2015.

Pick up your October punchcard, see at least 8 docs and win great prizes!
A NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Dear Paul Dragseer,

When you finish a day of work at Pickford, huddle around and imagine being in school. What do we accomplish, however, and are we ever really just learning about school and don't even know about teaching? Each has its own benefit, but we should not ignore the others.

What does a school do? Not only teach math and science, but also encourage students to be leaders, to think critically, to work together, and to feel successful. Students are people who learn, grow, and develop. At Pickford, we want to ensure that our students are successful, both academically and personally.

Pickford is a school where students can learn to be leaders, to think critically, to work together, and to feel successful. We believe that every student has the potential to succeed, and we work hard to support them in their journey. Whether they are working on a math problem, a science experiment, or a creative writing project, we are here to help them achieve their goals.

Thanks to all of our dedicated teachers and staff, our students are achieving great things. We are proud of the progress they have made, and we are excited to see what the future holds for them. We remain committed to providing the best possible education for our students, and we look forward to the continued success of our school.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

Paul Dragseer, Executive Director

---

MEMBERS MATTER
JOIN TODAY!

- Adult Single: $45
- Adult Couple: $65
- Senior Single: $35
- Senior Couple: $50
- Student: $25
- Family: $90
- Writer Single: $150
- Writer Couple: $250
- Cinematographer Single: $500
- Cinematographer Couple: $750
- Producers Club Single: $1,250
- Producers Club Couple: $2,500

For more information or to sign up, visit our website: www.pickfordfilmcenter.org
COMING IN OCTOBER

THE NOW GIRLFRIEND
McStapleton

BRUNO STUDIO: BRILLIANT ROAD:
THE STORY OF NATIONAL LAMPOON

FIDERS KNOWS

SPECIAL EVENT: OCT 21
Back to the Future II Block Party:

All films are playing at Pickford Film Center: 1319 Bay Street, or at PFC's Limelight Cinema: 1416 Cornwall Avenue
Find more information, times and new bookings not listed below at www.pickfordfilmcenter.org
COMING IN NOVEMBER

THE KEEPING ROOM

In this bold and important drama, Mandola (Milla Jovovich) is the matriarch of a显。“late and unknown family in the deep South, whose survival against all odds is threatened when an unknown, mysterious woman (Drew Barrymore) breaks into their home, taking away their son. Directed by Phillip Noyce, The Keeping Room is a powerful story of resilience and survival in the face of past and present evil. With an all-star cast that includes Guy Pearce, Sarah Snook, and Taissa Farmiga, this film is not to be missed.

SPECIAL EVENTS IN NOVEMBER

NOV 7 Geocaching International Film Festival

Join us for a real-life, outdoor treasure hunting game using GPS-enabled devices. With over 32,000 incredible containers hidden around the world, this festival is a chance to explore new places and challenge yourself. Geocaching is open to all ages and skill levels, and even kids can participate! Visit geocaching.com for more information.

NOV 8 You’re Looking at Country: Invitation to Infidelity ft. Live music by Stephen Ray Leslie

Get ready for a night of country music and storytelling. Stephen Ray Leslie will perform live as he shares his stories and songs. Don’t miss this unique and intimate performance. Tickets are limited, so purchase yours today!

NOV 9 Seriously Funny: Humor, Film and Philosophy

Explore the intersection of humor and philosophy in this special presentation. Join us as we discuss the role of humor in film and how it relates to philosophical concepts. This is an excellent opportunity for philosophy and film enthusiasts.

NOV 15 The Cranes are Flying

Experience an evening of Russian culture with diverse lobby demonstrations and a discussion around film. "The Cranes are Flying" is a must-see film that explores the transformation in Soviet society following World War II. This movie is not to be missed by anyone interested in Russian history and culture.
The weird, the wonderful and everything in between - Doctober has it all! One

Now in its ninth year, Doctober 2015 is bigger, better and check full of special guests and events. See the back page for more details!

Take the Doctober Challenge - see 8 docs to win free movies, books, games, museum passes, and above all: a set of tickets to one of our incredible events!

ORDINARY NIGHT
10.1 + 10.10 LANDLIFE HARMONIC
Presented by the Moonstone Symphony Orchestra into by Maestro Brian Allen, post-concert discussion to follow.
The Pianist Orchestra of Genoa is a musical group of kites in France that share interest in modern and avant-garde music with a special focus on the transformative power of music, highlighting musical themes of love, peace, and social justice.
Sala Pianistico in English & Spanish. £5 min. £9.

10.2 JIMMY JACKSON
Playing for a week at the Limelight. See page 7 for more! United States. £10 min. £15.

10.2 THE DIPLOMAT
Slye community centre. Director David Rosenfeld, Ambassador Richard Holbrooke's career spans 50 years of American foreign policy from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Through his eldest son, David, he tells the story of high stakes diplomacy where peace is never certain and wars are not always ended. United States. 24 min. Unrated.

10.3 ALFRED AND JACQUELINE
Alfred Hitchcock, idol, dancer across America. In an old London isle he met the woman of his life, and left 132 years later. Having made films since 2009, they made a 30s global road trip to date in tiny textiles. United States. £14 min. Unrated.

10.3 + 15.3 ROZENTHAL
David Rozenthal and his partner, Juliet Rozenthal, jointly founded the first independent magazine, The Book, 12 years ago. Rozenthal built a hill of American magazines that is the largest in the world. United States. 130 min. Unrated.

10.3 + 10.10 BEITZACHT THE ART OF FORGERY

10.3 ROLLING PAPERS
In a world where newsprint is king, Rolling Papers is the first ever major magazine. The Rolling paper App is the leading digital magazine on the go. United States. 79 min. Unrated.

10.3 + 15.6 THE REFLECTION TAPES
Based on the novel by A.A. Milne, the story of a young man who falls in love with a beautiful woman and is forced to make the ultimate sacrifice. United States. £15 min. Unrated.

10.4 + 10.10 WE COME AS FRIENDS
Filmmaker Robert Taylor examines how colonization, war and business contribute to the exploitation of South African, African, and Australian rights. £15 min. Unrated.

10.4 VERY SERIOUS
Directed by The Cinema of Berlin.

10.4 TANGIERS: DIZZY DOLLY
Tangiers: the story of a group of women who struggle to make ends meet in this small Tunisian town. United States. £8 min. Unrated.

10.5 THE BIRTH OF SAKAE
Through the window of Sakae's north of Japan, a small group of workers must brave a difficult life to bring their 2000-year-old tradition known as saké, to the world. USA & Japan. £10 min. Unrated.

10.5 PAPER TIGERS
Presented by Redfox Family. United States.
This touching documentary captures the joy, beauty, and struggles of learning and the teachers who stand in front of the students. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.7 THE CLOAKROOM AND THE CALIBER
With Marcus Collins + Director Max Brown.
Presented by Direct Cinema.
At the Cloakroom, a boy's. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.8 WELCOME TO LETH
A chronicle of the attempted takeover of a small town in North Dakota by notorious white supremacist Craig Cobb. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.9 TAN FERED: THE TRUE STORY OF CABALLO BLANCO
Presented by the Great British Film Society. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.9 DRUNK STONED BRILLIANT DEAD
Presented by the Great British Film Society. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.9 + 10.10 PROPHET'S PREY
With Jonathan and the Green Branch of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.9 KURT COBAIN: MONTAGE OF HECK
An intimate portrait of the musician, his music career, and ultimately his death. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.10 + 10.19 PAUL TAYLOR: CREATIVE DREAM
Presented by the Great British Film Society. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.10 RACING EXTINCTION
An epic adventure story that opens a window to the world of the plastic. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.11 CHRISTMAS MIRANDA: 60 YEARS OF OCCUPATION

10.11 DOG DAYS OF SUMMER
With filmmaker Brian Bibb. Presented by Direct Cinema.
A touching story of a young man who is struggling to make ends meet in this small Tennessee town. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.12 + 10.17 FOR ORACE
An intimate portrait of the community of Miranda in the center of Copenhagen. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.13 + 10.19 CHILDREN OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS
Presented by the Great British Film Society. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.14 + 10.24 THE AMERICAN
Presented by the Great British Film Society. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.14 + 10.16 STATION TO STATION

10.14 JEFF LOWE'S LAST HURRAH
Presented by Direct Cinema. United States. £10 min. Unrated.

10.15 + 10.21 BECOMING BULLDOZER
Presented by Direct Cinema. United States. £10 min. Unrated.
10.22 BARE THE ROOF
Presented by the Ethel Frankel Oudshoorn film Society
An international team - with the help of Bellingham’s Timber Gulch - builds a one of a kind, one of the most significant freshwater prairie landscapes in Poland, in a small, little known village of Hungary where Jews and Poles worked side by side to create a stunning, mysterious, profoundly meaningful building. USA, Poland. In English. 85 min. Unrated.

10.23 + 10.24 STATES OF GRACE
Guillermo Diaz and Peanut Gomez
This film explores the world of the homeless, those who live on the streets, and those who help them. Homeless people in Bellingham, Wash., face daily challenges and struggles as they try to survive in a system that does not always support them. USA. In English. 74 min. Unrated.

10.23 + 11.5 VANS VS THE CARS
Presented by the Whatcom Film Festival A review of the film “Vans vs. Cars,” which explores the environmental and social impacts of automobile use and alternative forms of transportation. USA. In English. 46 min. Unrated.

10.26 BLACK FRIDERS
VAMPIRE OF THE REVOLUTION
A new revolutionary culture emerges in the turbulent 1970s, and the Black Panther Party is at the forefront. In the documentary film "Black Panthers," we see a generation of activists who helped to create a new era of resistance against societal injustices. USA. In English. 123 min. Unrated.

10.26 TALL HUNTER CONFIDENTIAL
Presented by the Tall Hunter Society
In the 1960s, Tall Hunter was a key figure in the American outdoors scene, and his legacy continues to inspire to this day. He is considered one of the greatest hunters of all time, known for his skill, patience, and understanding of the natural world. USA. In English. 80 min. Unrated.

10.26 ROYAL
Katie Rich was a spiritual seeker, television producer, and an innovator in the field of visionary art. In the documentary film "Royal," we see her journey from a mundane existence to a life of spiritual awakening and artistic expression. USA. In English. 86 min. Unrated.

10.26 COUNTING
Perhaps the most personal of all of Al Gore’s documentaries, "Counting" is a film that explores the complexity of the issue of climate change. USA. In English. 112 min. Unrated.

10.26 THE LAST SEASON
In search of the elusive matsumoto mushroom, two former soldiers discover the meaning of grace and understanding as they navigate the challenges of life and death. USA. In English. 85 min. Unrated.

10.27 STRAY DOGS
Presented by the Indian Creek Film Center
There’s more to the story of Zofia “Stray Dog” Hall than meets the eye. Behind the stories and the documentation of the film, a woman is revealed who dedicated her life to helping the homeless and ensuring their dignity and respect. USA. In English. 85 min. Unrated.

10.28 HULA DANCE: ON THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
Featuring a Walter Sisulu award winner, this film provides an intimate glimpse into the world of hula dancing through the eyes of a young girl. USA. In English. 96 min. Unrated.

10.29 HOW TO CHANGE THE WORLD
Before it, was the world’s largest national organization, dedicated to the promotion of the scientific study of climate change and its impacts. USA. In English. 123 min. Unrated.

10.30 SHAKESPEARE: MELK WEN
Meet with the director and special guests
Enter the world of a small group of artists and artisans in the Pacific Northwest, following the path of artists through changing seasons in this important film and discuss the impact of climate change. USA. In English. 93 min. Unrated.

10.31 axisbinder
This Sundance winner is the first film in a series of programs exploring the relationship between human and nature. USA. In English. 39 min. Unrated.

10.31 PREGO OVANNENHEIM: ART ADDICT
Presented by the Whatcom Film Festival
A portrait of the art collector who revolutionized the world of fine art by introducing a new generation of artists to the world of contemporary art. USA. In English. 80 min. Unrated.

10.31 THE WADING STREAM
The story of the American works of music by John Cage, sitting in with 74 other artists and activists who have joined forces to create a new generation of music. USA. In English. 85 min. Unrated.

10.31 MMF AND SOMA
Presented by the Whatcom Film Festival
For 30 years, 50-year-old Mike has cared for his daughter, who has an intellectual disability, and now faces the inevitable: finding her a home. USA. In English. 85 min. Unrated.

10.31 PEACE OFFICER
The increasingly tenuous relationship between law enforcement and the public is explored through the eyes of someone who have both sides: a police officer and a community leader. USA. In English. 85 min. Unrated.

Watch trailers, buy tickets, and see showtimes at: www.pickfordfilmcenter.org
FAMILY CLASSICS

Several times each month, vintage films for all ages are shown. Check the schedule in the PFC newsletter, online calendar, and flyers. These films range from silent films to live-action classics.

**Oct 4–11**
Fly Away Home

**Nov 6–8**
Hakuna

Rocket Sci-Fi Matinees

Do you like hilarious, sometimes radical, and entirely awesome vintage sci-fi with epic plot lines? Enjoy these films at the PFC, and celebrate the genius of the sci-fi masters. Don’t miss them!

**Oct 17** - The She Creature (1956)
**Nov 14** - Queen of Blood (1966)
**Dec 12** - From Hell It Came (1957)

Great Adaptations

Great movies from family children’s books. Experience these books with your children, read the book before you see the movie, check out other movies from the same author, explore the great places where books and movies intersect!

**Oct 24** - The Witches
**Nov 21** - The Black Stallion
**Dec 19** - Oliver!

**Nov 10**
Floating Clouds: Doc 1
Utamaro and His Five Women

In the Love Pop-Up:
Adolescent and adult audiences enjoy a series of films based on the classic novels of the 19th century. These films are sure to delight audiences of all ages.

**Nov 17** - The Asphalt Jungle (1950)
**Dec 15** - Double Indemnity (1944)
You’re a dumb piece of trash.

You don’t see bullying like this every day.

Your kids do.

Teach your kids how to be more than a bystander.

Learn how at StopBullying.gov

---

SAPPHIRE IS OUR SPECIALTY

The Silvery Moon
Jewelry That Matters

1010 Harris Avenue • 715-1393 • In the Heart of Historic Fairhaven
Specializing in Rare Colored Gemstones and Diamonds

Over 100,000 Hits Per Month!
BY THE TIME THE NEXT ISSUE COMES OUT, YOUR DONATIONS WILL HAVE HELPED PEOPLE EARN NEW JOBS.

DONATE STUFF. CREATE JOBS.

TO FIND YOUR NEAREST DONATION CENTER, GO TO GOODWILL.ORG
PERFORMING ARTS
The best of British theatre, opera and ballet at PFC and the Limelight Cinema

NATIONAL THEATRE LIVE:

NOV 4 + 8
Hamlet

Nov 22 Coriolanus
Starring Tom Hiddleston
Dec 27 + 30 Jane Eyre

ROYAL OPERA HOUSE:

OCT 25 + 28
Romeo & Juliet

DEC 13 + 16
The Nutcracker

ROYAL SHAKESPEARE CO:

NOV 18
Henry V

Ballet:

OCT 27
Dame Sarah Blackett & Frank Doornewaard

Jan 10 + 13
Cavalleria Rusticana/Pagliacci

OPERA AUSTRALIA

Nov 29 on 8 night only!
Verdi's Aida on Sydney Harbor
Think you’ve got cinema stamina?

TAKE THE DOCTORCHALLENGE

Pick up a punchcard at the box office, see at least 8 docs and win great prizes from our sponsors!

VILLAGE BOOKS
FILM IS TRUTH
MINPORT
THE RACKET

Fill out two cards—that’s only 16 docs, you can do it—and get a certificate naming you one of the “Smartest People in the Universe.”

A trophy worth framing, indeed!

BEHIND THE SCENES

Insider tips, tricks and the things you should know to get the most out of Doctor '15

- BUT TICKETS IN ADVANCE! Many shows during Doctorch will sell out—especially those with only one screening—so reserve your spot by purchasing tickets in advance online or at the box office.

- STAY IN THE KNOW: The festival is buzzing all the scenes with activity. But we could only fit six results into this program! Sign up to out mailing list for weekly updates on all the good parties.

- HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT Doctor? Thanks to the generosity of many other companies and individuals, we are able to bring over 100 films to Bellingham Public Middle School’s Doctor for free this year. The films were screened under the banner of Doctor, Doctor: The Movie.